Mathematical modeling and numerical simulation of the mitotic spindle orientation system.
The mitotic spindle orientation and position is crucial for the fidelity of chromosome segregation during asymmetric cell division to generate daughter cells with different sizes or fates. This mechanism is best understood in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, named the spindle position checkpoint (SPOC). The SPOC inhibits cells from exiting mitosis until the mitotic spindle is properly oriented along the mother-daughter polarity axis. Despite many experimental studies, the mechanisms underlying SPOC regulation remains elusive and unexplored theoretically. Here, a minimal mathematical is developed to describe SPOC activation and silencing having autocatalytic feedback-loop. Numerical simulations of the nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) model accurately reproduce the phenotype of SPOC mechanism. Bifurcation analysis of the nonlinear ODEs reveals the orientation dependency on spindle pole bodies, and how this dependence is altered by parameter values. Partial differential equation (PDEs) model as well as linear stability analysis indicate that diffusion play no major role using experimental high diffusion values. These results provide for systems understanding on the molecular organization of spindle orientation system via mathematical modeling. The presented mathematical model is easy to understand and, within the above mentioned context, can be used as a base for further development of quantitative models in asymmetric cell-division.